
(Lisa) Welcome!
I’m Lisa Stephens, here with Chris Price, and new this year, we’re co-managing the 
IITG Program,  We’re also happy to welcome our Business Manager, Sandy Cowin –
who can help respond to any specific budget or finance questions you may have.

Thank you for joining today’s Webinar describing the eighth round of the SUNY
Innovative Instruction Technology Grant Program!

Today’s session focuses on the Request for Proposals and orientation to anyone new 
to IITG.  

A second session for Q&A is scheduled for Tuesday, Feb 12th at Noon

Both sessions are being recorded and will be posted on the  Application Website 
along with annotated Powerpoint notes. 

Please feel free to jump in and ask a question at any point, or use chat box if you 
prefer – we’ll keep an eye on it…
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(Lisa)
We’ll start with context and “a big picture” view of how this SUNY program was 
launched

Then describe how the review process functions and what to expect if your proposal 
is funded.

Understanding the post award process in advance is important because some 
program elements may impact your budget planning – for example, conference and 
travel support.

Finally, we’ll describe expectations for how outcomes should be shared and how 
project outcomes become discoverable both SUNY-wide and to higher education in 
general.
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(Lisa) 
The IITG program was launched in 2012 as part of the Chancellor’s strategic plan. The RFP
was developed by members of the SUNY Faculty Advisory Council on Teaching and 
Technology (FACT2).  

Over the past 7 rounds, IITG’s have awarded 4.9M dollars and have proven to be highly 
effective in fostering cross-campus collaboration, expanding the objectives of Open SUNY 
and Open Education Resources, and seeding campus-based innovations that have  scale-up 
potential throughout the system.

In a nutshell, the funding tiers were created to require more cross institutional collaboration 
the greater the funding request
(refer to graphic)
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(Lisa) 
Some highlights of what’s been funded… particularly as Open SUNY was being rolled 
out…
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The goal is to foster innovation that can be tested and shared across departments and 
multiple campuses.  Proposals that demonstrated value in disciplined-based content with 
measurable impact received very positive reviews 

Proposals that were perceived to have value limited to a single campus without a plan to 
share or scale results do not rank as well.

The first several rounds funded a wide range of Open Education Resource activity.  At one 
point we estimated that in aggregate, somewhere between 1/3 to 1/2 the total IITG funds 
have supported OER projects for textbooks, repositories, collaborative writing projects

As Open SUNY was rolled out, there was a desire to see more organization and effort to 
encourage creation of e-Textbooks to save students money – particularly in the high 
enrollment foundational courses.  
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In terms of scaling up success – the Open SUNY Textbook effort has done very well.
Between this success and a number of other OER investments… (next slide)
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The Governor provided SUNY and CUNY 8M each over the past two years to further develop 
Open Textbooks.
Obviously this is a huge example of scale up.

But just as IITG’s are meant to seed individual faculty and staff effort, we hope that outcomes 
will encourage campuses to consider leveraging these explorations through Performance 
Improvement Funds – PIF.

(Toss to Chris)
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Chris – RIF on PIF
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(Chris) Workplace is Facebook for workplace environments
There is no relationship between your personal FB account and WP - but they 
function in the same manner.
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(Chris) 

(Toss back to Lisa)
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(Lisa – for all process slides) 
The opportunity to be funded for an IITG is much greater than more competitive federal or 
foundation grants.
And, an IITG may be a nice way, particularly for a junior faculty member to develop and 
explore a solution that has much greater funding potential
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All the materials you need are on the Application Section of the IITG website 

Start on the Project Application Website Link

You can either logon with your previous account credentials, or create a new 
account.

If you created an account in the past, but forgot your password, just click on 
the “Forgot your Password” link and the system will send your password to the 
email address on record in the system.
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Follow comment prompts in red
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When creating a new account, please fill out the fields. An asterisk indicates a 
required field.  
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Follow comment prompts in red
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Once you provide a password, it will take you to the application page where
you select a funding tier
Please refrain from playing the odds by submitting a very similar proposal at two 
different funding tiers.  It’s fine if you want to submit more than one grant with a 
similar concept – but we strongly recommend that different descriptive titles be used 
if that’s the case.
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You can upload word docs and excel files – they are automatically converted into 
PDF’s when they go into the system.
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If you submit any type of budget form other than the IITG format, it will not be 
accepted.
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You’re welcome to email iitgrants@suny.edu with a question - but we strongly 
recommend that you check the FAQ first.  All of those issues have been looked at and 
answers to the most common questions can be found there.
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A word about categorizing your project…
A few years back, a small group gathered from some NE campuses – Penn State, U 
Maryland, Shippensburg, and U Mass, along with some help from Malcolm Brown at 
ELI – to develop a taxonomy to help our us to identify and connect teaching and 
learning innovations across our campuses.

More importantly – we needed an organizational system to help people outside of 
SUNY search the IITG outcomes
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So for each application tier, there is a theme, followed by a category.  You can 
choose up to three to roughly describe your grant project.
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And here’s what it looks like when you search and filter on those categories.

(Toss to Chris)
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(Chris)
Learning or Project Objectives … short and sweet
Nan Travers example.
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(Chris)
Upload the Project Narrative- the “heart” of the proposal. It’s fine to embed graphs, pictures, 
etc. – but please keep the proposal at the 2 page limit
A timeline need not be fancy – but please upload a document or spreadsheet the outlines 
your projected effort and objectives.

(Toss back to Lisa)
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The budget section is in two parts – although you may need to complete the 
spreadsheet before writing the narrative.

First - download the excel worksheet provided either by clicking on the link, or 
returning to the application site to get the file. 

Fill in the spreadsheet, then concentrate on writing the narrative – or visa versa.

Then upload a brief document that describes the budget narrative in detail, and 
upload your spreadsheet.

Notice there is a text box.  We can’t say it too many times.
These are “use it or lose it” funds – all state funds MUST be expended by June 
30th 2019.  You must enter “I agree” with that policy or you can’t continue with the 
application. 

Please enter contact name(s) at the campus or department level who are familiar 
with State purchasing requests, along with an email address.  If you receive an 
award, we will keep this contact name on file in case we need to work through any 
administrative issues.  More importantly, these fields provide evidence to the 
reviewers that you’ve identified a local “go to” person should procurement questions 
arise.  

Policies vary by campus.  Some campuses require all grants be processed through a 
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local sponsored programs office, even though this grant is managed through state 
funds. It’s important that you identify who you can turn to for policy and procedural 
questions to support project funds. 
(Chris)
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Chris - One of the condition for the grants is for you to choose a Creative 
Commons license to share your work in the SUNY Learning Commons.  There 
is a link embedded for you to learn more about the CC process. 
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(Chris) Please check the FAQ section first if you have a question about the 
Application, Budget or Administrative processes – we think we’ve got most of the 
common questions and issues covered, but we’re happy to receive feedback and 
update more information on these pages – just let us know!

(back to lisa)
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(Lisa – Inviting Sandy to jump in) 
You are able to make budget revisions post award, but need to request permission if 
a revision exceeds 20% of the total funding request within the OTPS or PSR category.  
All awards are subject to audit.

Also – please be very cautious if you budget any type of participation incentive.  You 
can’t give away laptops or iPads or engage in random games of chance with State 
taxpayer funds.  If a vendor supplies these items in-kind, that’s fine.

Some of our awardees provide travel to CIT or CPD points as an incentive.  If you have 
questions about incentives please feel free to reach out to sandy.cowin@suny.edu
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The IITG administration team is here to help.  Please use the email alias so if I’m 
traveling or unavailable others will be monitoring your email to assist with any 
questions that arise.

Updates are provided, which you are responsible for forwarding to your collaborators. 
This may all be made easier as we rollout “Workplace”
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Summary points.
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Summary points.
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Timeline Targets – can’t guarantee that we’ll MEET the targets, but we’ve been pretty 
close to these in the past few years.
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